
 

 

 
Columbia Planning & Zoning Commission 

Meeting Recap 
Council Chambers, Columbia City Hall 
7:00 PM Thursday, October 20, 2016 

 

CALL TO ORDER    (Members Present: Strodtman, Burns, Harder, Loe, MacMann, Rushing, Toohey, 
Stanton, Russell) 

          (Members Absent: None.) 

 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA   (X) 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES  (X) (October 6, 2016 meeting minutes approved) 
 

TABLING REQEUSTS 
Case # 16-173 
Case # 16-174 
Case # 16-204  
(Action: All requests tabled at request of applicants until November 10, 2016) 
 
 

SPECIAL PUBLIC HEARING 
Case # 16-110 
A request by the City of Columbia to adopt a Unified Development Code (UDC) governing subdivision 
and land use regulations throughout the City of Columbia’s corporate limits as requested by the City 
Council and supported by the City’s 2013 comprehensive plan entitled “Columbia Imagined - The Plan 
for How We Live and Grow.” The UDC will replace Chapter 20 (Planning), Chapter 23 (Signs), Chapter 25 
(Subdivisions), and Chapter 29 (Zoning) of the existing City Code.  It will also amend Chapter 12A (Land 
Preservation) by relocating the provisions of Article III (Tree Preservation and Landscaping 
Requirements) into a single document.  (See following attachments for background materials.) 
 

Staff Report to Planning and Zoning Commission 

Attachment 1 - 29-2.1 

Attachment 2 - Table 29-3.1 

Public Correspondence (General) 

Public Correspondence (East Campus UC-O) 

Public Correspondence (M-DT) 

Public Hearing Procedure & Presentation Outline 

http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=142ea5ac-42a7-41b9-95d9-7d6fdba12d01.doc
http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=41bc09a9-2b77-4ccf-9dd0-429df95e6f16.pdf
http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=0910b813-ef65-42d8-83f6-558e399e083e.pdf
http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=eca6c09e-5cce-4b6c-aa0e-b9c27ef598d7.pdf
http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=7603da1c-a7c3-4a6a-afe5-a7eeebae7cd6.pdf
http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=584a5b0e-67d2-41eb-b101-f434af95196c.pdf
http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=724a2231-efed-4964-baae-09b4072dc412.docx


 

 

(Action: Public hearing was officially opened and the city presented an overview of the process of new 

code adoption and a description of what the new code would generally include and how the process 

would proceed. Staff indicated that what the Commission would be reviewing during this hearing 

consisted of five distinct chapters and an Administrative Manual. It was also indicated that due to some 

additional reformatting, the document that will ultimately be forwarded to the City Council for 

consideration will consist of six distinct chapters, with Subdivision ordinances codified into a distinct 

chapter of the new code. All content, however, will remain the same with amendment 

recommendations from the P&Z Commission included. This version already incorporates zoning related 

ordinances from many distinct parts of the existing code. 

The staff report continued by outlining the nature of the new code proposal as it related to Section One 

of this hearing covering general provisions of the code, zoning district descriptions and overlay districts 

referenced in the code. Those elements are included in Chap 29-1 and Chap 29-2. Highlights of the 

presentation included: 

 Explanation that in the transition to the new code all previously made development agreements 

will be honored and will be subject to old rules 

 All Planned Developments will be honored as written, but changes to any Planned Development 

plan will need to comply with new rules 

 Items listed as conditional uses in new zoning classifications will be granted upon passage of the 

UDO to parcels with new classifications 

 Definitions have been expanded and have been grouped, in some instances, by major topic area 

Staff continued with a report regarding Section Two which includes the new zoning district 

classifications, permitted uses, use-specific standards and dimensional standards. These elements are 

found in Chap 29-3 and Chap 29-4.1. Highlights of this presentation included: 

 An overview description of all new districts as articulated in the new code proposal. 

 Indication that some mixed use districts have further sub-classifications known as pedestrian or 

transit that are available by petition and provide incentives for some types of development. 

 Overlay districts are moved to a single section of the code for clarity. 

 The Benton-Stephens neighborhood has submitted changes to its overlay district that include 

new rules regarding on-site parking, higher open space requirements and new stormwater 

provisions that will be enforced. Many properties were previously exempt from stormwater 

rules since they were less than one acre in size. 

 No substantive changes to the East Campus Overlay were submitted for consideration at this 

time, although some recodification of the original ordinance was made to reflect references to 

the new zoning code designations and the legal department added footnotes regarding the 

legality of some established rules of procedure contained in the original overlay ordinance. 

Commissioners asked if the September 2 deadline for changes or amendments to overlay districts and 

other reports from commissions and task forces had been met. Staff indicated that Benton-Stephens 

had turned in proposed changes on a timely basis and that boards and commissions had not been held 

to that same deadline. 

The public hearing was opened with discussion of Section One topics. Public comment included the 

following items: 



 

 

 There is no map that shows how properties throughout the city will be rezoned outside of the 

downtown area; there was no definition of “developer” although the term has been used 

frequently in the new proposed document; and rules for designation of historic properties seem 

to indicate that two properties could force a third party to be included in a historic district 

without the consent of the third property owner. 

 Challenged the purpose statement and indicated that people did not know that the purpose 

statement would become part of the actual zoning document – believed it was for instructional 

or guidance purposes only. Indicated that many comments from this speaker regarding changes 

to the code were not included in the spreadsheet used by the commission and were not 

considered as the commission mad preliminary recommendations. 

 Speaker indicated that she owned a special purpose property north of I-70 and that the new 

rules could prohibit that special use on her property. Asked what her options were, what 

questions would be asked and indicated that she had not been among the stakeholders asked 

about this change prior to its suggestion. Also indicated that lack of use of a property for 6 

months was not a long enough time to accommodate new uses for a building, particularly if the 

building site was subject to probate or other significant remodeling or switch in use. Suggested 

that 18 to 24 months would be a better standard. 

 Speaker object to the adoption of the entire new code. Indicated that the new code was an 

overreach; that it incentivized large developers over smaller businesses; and that the new 

downtown policies would create additional problems. 

 Speaker indicated that the language and notations in the new document relating to the East 

Campus Overlay and its legality were misplaced and should not be included, since NO changes 

were asked for in this section by representatives of the East Campus neighborhood. Indicated 

that she had been an original member of the overlay committee, that the documents drawn up 

then were deemed to be completely legal by city and private attorneys and that to overturn 

such agreements would be counter to the integrity of the original document. Indicated that this 

action seemed more like maneuvering than good government. 

 Speaker indicated that he believed stormwater rules in the document should be more stringent; 

that the words “affordable housing” were noticeably absent from this new proposed code 

except in reference to mobile homes or in the cottage homes sections. Believed that this was a 

weakness of the new code. 

 Speaker indicated that the entire section on the East Campus Overlay section should be 

removed from consideration during this code hearing and further indicated that staff notations 

relating to the legality of some sections of the original Overlay document should be stricken 

from the official report to council. 

 Speaker asked for staff notations regarding the legality of the East Campus Overlay be removed 

from the document under consideration. Indicated that to preserve the process of 

neighborhood involvement the provision including neighborhood involvement in the rules 

governing the overlay needed to be retained. Asked commissioners to remove staff notations 

and not include the overlay in the broader discussion of the new zoning code. 

 Speaker cited numerous typos and inconsistencies in the code and agreed to submit the list in 

writing for correction. Indicated that there were some new incentives in mixed use districts for 

pedestrian or transit configurations but also indicated that could not be achieved without going 



 

 

to the Board of Adjustment. Asked why that could not be done administratively. Also indicated 

that code required “notations on plans” even when no plan was required as a prerequisite for 

some zoning classifications. Indicated that Open Space is still vaguely defined in some instances. 

 Speaker requested a map of entire city showing new zoning classifications since most people 

have no clue as to what their personal property will be reclassified as since that level of 

specificity has never been provided. Also believed that more noticed should be required, not 

only for people who have classification changes, but also for people whose underlying uses are 

changed in any regard. 

 Speaker indicated that changes regarding artisan industry uses was a positive change but asked 

to include related sales other than pure artisan uses as defined be allowed on artisan sites. 

 Speaker distributed a report from the White Hose regarding impacts of rezonings on affordable 

housing and asked for consideration of those findings going forward. Also asked commission to 

abandon consideration of the new code since it did not achieve intended goals. 

 Speaker asked for consideration of additional uses on artisan properties; asked for clarification 

on East Campus designation as either an Urban Conservation overlay District or a historic 

overlay district and asked about certificate of appropriateness in this area. 

Commissioners then began debate and discussion on Section One of the hearing. Among the questions 

and amendments posed were the following items. 

 Asked if a comprehensive zoning map could be provided to the public. Staff indicated that there 

will be one forthcoming. (Map subsequently issued on Monday, October 24 at the following link: 

http://gocolumbiamo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=190be022f4914178

859c2d28f2e2930c 

 Asked about status of lost questions from one speaker. Staff indicated it would follow up on 

status and would also include list of typos from previous speaker. 

 Asked to amend definition of artisan industry to allow for sale of related items. Generally 

approved. 

 Asked for an amendment to the definition of stoop or porch. Agreed to revisit issue. 

 Asked about legal notation regarding East Campus Overlay rules. Staff indicated that notation 

was added by legal department. Commission indicated that it could leave the comment in the 

draft but indicate that the commission was opposed to changing the underlying document. 

 Staff indicated that the definition of a “developer” is “one who engages in development” and 

that “development” is defined in the code. 

 Staff indicated that the process City Council will use to evaluate code is unknown at this point 

but that they will provide time for debate and input. Also indicated that the format of the code 

as it goes forward to council will change again. 

 Commission asked if previous discussion of Benton-Stephens Overlay was technically a hearing 

or not. Staff indicated that tonight was a public hearing and that that item was included, but 

that did not match with the earlier indication that items needed to be turned in by September 2 

to insure a proper technical hearing on that topic. 

 Commission asked if overlays were actually appendices to the code why they could not be 

excluded from formal consideration or simply place in the Administrative Manual, which is also 

an appendix. Staff indicated that was not proper. Motion crafted to indicate that changes to 

http://gocolumbiamo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=190be022f4914178859c2d28f2e2930c
http://gocolumbiamo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=190be022f4914178859c2d28f2e2930c


 

 

Benton-Stephens or East Campus Overlays would need to be dealt with by a separate process 

and to remove overlays from consideration. Motion failed. 

 Motion to strike legal comments from UDO draft was proposed. Amended to leave footnote but 

to indicate will of commission to support existing overlay wording in East Campus plan. Motion 

passed. 

 Amendment to allow accessory retail in artisan districts. Motion passed. 

Discussion of Section Two of the code hearing began. 

Additional presentation provided by staff. Highlights of the presentation included: 

 Description of how permitted uses are displayed in table in the new code proposal. 

 Indicated that banks had not been defined or included in original draft and that that was an 

oversight, but asked that a specific amendment not be made now since it may involve additional 

cross referencing and research. Also discussed vagueness of original major automotive repair 

category. 

 Indicated that any use articulate in the code may be requested in planned districts, but that not 

all may be granted. Also indicated that many specific use categories had been identified with 

rules governing those types of properties specifically. 

 Indicated that four-sided design parameters had been changed since earlier drafts and that 

median setbacks in neighborhoods would be determined by the average of the two adjacent 

developed properties. 

 Indicated that solar and wind incentives were built into code and that new rules relating to 

yards and driveways including a limitation of driveway to 500 square feet or 30% of yard within 

building area footprint. 

 Indicated that R-4 migration to new code had been revised to make design standards legal. 

Public discussion of Section Two was opened. Discussion included the following points: 

 Speaker asked why Mechanical and Construction contractors offices were moved from 

permitted uses to conditional uses. Also asked why Tree and Landscaping operations could not 

store mulch and related materials on site for sale. 

 Speaker complimented commission on its hard work but noted that some elements of new code 

were not simpler than before. Asked for change in use rule to extend to 24 months instead of 

currently proposed 6 months. Indicated that expiration of preliminary plats in three years was 

burdensome and sked for that rule to be left at 7 years. Provided example of industrial property 

marketed by REDI to companies who need quick move in capability with no additional process. 

 Speaker requested that banks be allowed on any ground floor lot in downtown Columbia and for 

extension of expiration of preliminary plats from proposed three years to original 7 years. 

 Speaker indicated for allowing banks and other professional offices to be allowed on ground 

floors anywhere within the M-DT footprint. 

 Speaker indicated agreement with extension of 6-month change in use rule to the longer 2-year 

period of time as well as extension of 3-year expiration of preliminary plats to a longer period 

for industrial properties, and possibly commercial, but not residential. Also asked how tiny 

homes would be dealt with in new code and that they should not be relegated to mobile home 

parks. 



 

 

 Speaker indicated that he was involved in commercial lending and suggested extending 

proposed 3-year expiration of preliminary plats to original 7 years. Believed that the market 

would self-regulated based on risk aversion. 

 Speaker asked that 3-year expiration of preliminary plats was not long enough and provided 

actual examples of extended-time projects. 

 Speaker disagreed with implementation of form-based zoning concepts in downtown area and 

indicated that if form-based was the intent then the references to use for downtown properties 

should be revisited. 

 Asked why all conditional uses would be referred to Board of Adjustment for approval. Indicated 

that such a procedure necessitated the hiring of a lawyer because of rules and that that was 

expensive. 

 Speaker raised question about self-storage facilities being limited if within 100 feet of a property 

with a single family “use” not just zoning designation. Asked for rationale and change. Also 

asked why you can’t park a vehicle over one ton in your driveway since many cars and trucks 

exceed that limit. 

 Speaker asked that commercial uses in new IG be reinstated rather than eliminated. Staff 

indicated that some things don’t go together well and indicated that in some mixed-use 

designations some commercial uses were allowed. 

 Speaker asked if they could get the new zoning document in Word format. Staff indicated “no” 

because they didn’t want changed versions floating around. 

 Speaker agreed with problem on self-storage facilities within 100 feet of single family use. Also 

asked not to impose 30-foot minimum width in MF. 

 Speaker asked for all C-3 uses be included in new IG zoning classification; asked that rules 

regarding buildings next to single family lots be amended to allow such construction when 

permission had been gained from neighboring property owner; asked for extension of non-

conforming use rule from 6 months to 2 years; and thanked commission for changing special use 

rules on funeral homes. 

 Speaker asked about neighborhood protection rules and worried that one neighbor or a group 

of neighbors could affect the lawful use of her property. Wants to avoid potential conflicts. Also 

indicated that her personal care weighs 3,000 lbs. 

 Speaker asked for inclusion of C-3 uses in IG zoning. Spoke in favor of allowing banks in 

downtown area even if they had to be redefined as retail. 

The public comment section was closed and the commissioners began debate and discussion of Section 

Two. The following comments and amendments were included in this discussion: 

 Commissioner wanted to put a cap on the number of four bedroom units that could be included 

in any multi-family residential building project but asked if she should wait until the commission 

took up discussion of M-DT rules. Believed that such caps were in line with Columbia Imagined 

and wanted rules to be more stringent. No decision. 

 Suggested adding banks into personal services category in code as well as into commercial 

services and allow all in downtown. 

 Motion made to officially move forward on Section 2 so that it could then be amended. 



 

 

 Motion to allow all banks and offices in the downtown area regardless of Urban Storefront 

designation. Discussion about deadening effect of such a move. Motion passed 8 to 1 to allow 

commercial and professional offices anywhere in downtown. 

 Motion to amend storage of mulch and related products on Tree and Landscaping services 

properties. Motion passed 7 to 2. 

 Motion to amend exemption on number of 4-bedroom units allowed in projects of less than 100 

units. Motion withdrawn in consideration of fact that building codes may already address this 

aspect of construction and that there are some federal requirements that would need to be met 

to do this correctly. 

 Alternate motion to limit number of 4-unit bedrooms in any M-F residential project to no more 

than 200. Motion passed 7 to 2. 

 Motion made to add Mechanical and Construction offices to uses in MC. Discussion indicated 

that such a move could prevent ability to require future screening and that there was no perfect 

solution at this point. Motion failed 7 to 2. 

 Motion to add all C-3 uses like bars, nightclubs and public safety to IG as conditional uses. 

Motion passed 9-0. 

 Motion to allow parking in residential driveways to vehicles no more than 24 feet long and 

weighing less than 10,000 lbs. passed 9-0. 

 Motion to remove limitations on building self-storage units within 100 feet of single family use 

property. Discussion ensued and indicated that some proportional solution could be devised. 

Outcome unclear. Commission will revisit. 

Due to the time, the commission suggested that it close this part of the hearing for tonight and continue 

the hearing on October 27 at 6:00 PM. Motion carried unanimously. Motion to also consider continuing 

hearing on November 2 if necessary. Motion carried unanimously. The commission and staff will notify 

the public that the next special meeting of the Planning and Zoning Commission will occur on October 

27 for the purpose of considering the UDO. Rules and procedures will be similar to those in force at this 

evening’s meeting. 

SUBDIVISIONS 
Case #16-202 
A request by Engineering Surveys and Services (agent) on behalf of Greg and Kelly Deline (owners) for 
approval of an 8-lot preliminary plat to be known as "Christiansen Deline Subdivision", which is a 
revision to the existing preliminary plat of "Christiansen Deline Subdivision" approved on May 2, 2016.  
The 70.6-acre subject site is located at the southwest corner of Highway 763 and Brown School Road.  
(Action: Staff report presented. Engineer appeared on behalf of applicant. No further public discussion. 
Motion to approve passed unanimously 9-0.) 
 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 
Case # 16-205 
A request by Mill Creek Manor, Inc. (owner) for approval of a C-P (Planned Business District) 
development plan to be known as "Wyndham Commercial Corner C-P Plan".  The 2.5-acre subject site is 
located on the northeast corner of Scott Boulevard and State Route KK VII.  
(Action: Staff report presented. Engineer appeared on behalf of applicant. Brief discussion regarding 
road alignments. Motion to approve passed unanimously 9-0.) 
 



 

 

COMMENTS OF THE PUBLIC 
(None.) 

 
COMMENTS OF THE STAFF 

(Action: 
 

COMMENTS OF THE COMMISSION 
(None.) 

 
NEXT MEETING DATE – October 27, 2016 @ 6 pm 

 
ADJOURNMENT 
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